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There has been a recent surge of research on the topic of poor-pitch singing. However, this research
has not addressed an important distinction in measurement: that between accuracy and precision.
With respect to singing, accuracy refers to the average difference between sung and target pitches.
Precision, by contrast, refers to the consistency of repeated attempts to produce a pitch. A group of
45 non-musician participants was asked to vocally imitate unfamiliar 5-note melodies, as well as to
sing a series of familiar melodies from memory �e.g., Happy Birthday�. The results showed that
singers were more accurate than they were precise, and that a majority of participants could
justifiably be categorized as imprecise singers. Accuracy and precision measures were correlated
with one another, and conditional-probability analyses suggested that accuracy predicted precision
more so than the converse. Finally, performance differences across groups of singers were greater
for the imitation of unfamiliar tone sequences than for the recall of familiar melodies.
© 2010 Acoustical Society of America. �DOI: 10.1121/1.3478782�
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interest in the problem of poor-pitch singing �a.k.a.
“tone deafness”� has grown in recent years, due in part to
advances in autocorrelation techniques that facilitate the ex-
traction of fundamental frequency �F0� from vocal record-
ings �e.g., Praat; Boersma and Weenik, 2008�. A surprising
finding from recent research has been that poor-pitch singing
is rarer than one might expect based on self-report. For ex-
ample, while a substantial proportion of the population re-
ports an inability to accurately sing melodies �59% according
to Pfordresher and Brown, 2007�,1 empirical analyses of
singing accuracy demonstrate rates of poor-pitch singing on
the order of only 10%–20%, where poor-pitch singing is de-
fined as failure to match pitches or pitch intervals within one
semitone of the target �Pfordresher and Brown, 2007, 2009;
cf. Dalla Bella et al., 2007; Wise, 2009; for reviews of re-
lated research on children, see Goetze et al., 1990; Welch,
1979, 1996, 2006�. Why do subjective estimates of poor-
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pitch singing diverge so dramatically from objective mea-
surements? There are several possible reasons. One that we
explore here is the possibility that different sub-groups of
poor-pitch singers may be revealed by different measures of
singing performance, a possibility hinted at in the music edu-
cation literature �e.g., Demorest and Clements, 2007; Price,
2000�.

In order to address this possibility, we adopted a
measurement-distinction that is well known within statistics
but not broadly adopted in the context of singing: that be-
tween accuracy and precision. In common parlance, these
terms have overlapping meanings. However, in statistics,
they have distinct uses �see e.g., Dodge, 2006; Winer et al.,
1991� that have been applied in behavioral domains such as
motor control �e.g., Vos and Ellerman, 1989� and perception
�e.g., Harris and Dean, 2003�.2 Accuracy refers to the prox-
imity of an estimate to the target population parameter. Ap-
plying this concept to singing, accuracy refers to the average
difference between the pitch one sings �the singer’s “esti-
mate”� and the actual target pitch. Precision, in statistics,
refers to the standard error of estimation, and is thus related

to random variability �noise� rather than systematic bias. In
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the context of singing, precision relates to the consistency of
the pitch one sings on repeated occasions, irrespective of
whether any sung pitch meets its target.

Figure 1 relates these ideas to singing by presenting
some hypothetical examples of vocal pitch-matching. Each
panel in the top row represents several attempts to reproduce
a single pitch-class, shown by the horizontal line at 0 cents.
Produced pitches are shown in cents relative to the target
pitch �where 100 cents � 1 semitone�. Figure 1�A� shows a
singer who is inaccurate but precise. This singer overshoots
the target pitch by 370 cents on average �i.e., they sing
“sharp”� but is nonetheless precise in reproducing the same
pitch on each occasion, leading to a low standard deviation
across produced pitches �13 cents�. The plot below Fig. 1�A�
shows a Gaussian distribution based on this singer’s mean
and standard deviation in order to illustrate how these param-
eters of vocal production function as a singer’s “estimate” of
some target F0. Some might claim that this person is actually
a “good” singer in that a singer of this sort could imitate
tunes in a pleasing manner by transposing all the pitches in a
melody. Even so, this person would be, strictly speaking,
“inaccurate” in that the produced notes are mistuned by
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Hypothetical examples of repeated attempts to sing a
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text for details�, with summary statistics for produced pitch shown below eac
based on means and standard deviations from the upper plots.
greater than a semitone on average.
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Figure 1�B� demonstrates the converse situation, a
singer who is accurate but imprecise. The mean produced
pitch across all attempts is close to the correct pitch �M=
−3 cents�, as illustrated by the Gaussian plot below Fig.
1�B�. However, this person is highly imprecise �SD
�100 cents�; sometimes singing sharp and sometimes sing-
ing flat, therefore leading to a wider Gaussian distribution.
Thus, although one might not consider this person to be a
“good” singer, the person is, technically speaking, “accu-
rate.” Finally, the singer in Fig. 1�C� is both inaccurate and
imprecise �both M and SD�100 cents�. The produced
pitches are on average sharp, and the singer is not consistent
with respect to the direction or magnitude of the errors.

We are interested in applying these measurement-
constructs to the analysis of singing performance, with two
goals in mind. First, we wish to examine whether the classi-
fication of singers as “poor-pitch” vs. “normal” singers dif-
fers based on whether their performance is assessed with
respect to accuracy or precision. Recent research from our
group has explicitly addressed classification using accuracy
�Pfordresher and Brown, 2007�, but little research has ad-
dressed precision. Ternström and Sundberg �1988� measured
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deviation of F0 within a note�, but did not address precision
at the level of pitch matching across notes in the reproduc-
tion of a melody. Dalla Bella et al. �2007, 2009� reported an
analysis similar to precision, called “pitch stability,” that be-
ing the similarity in pitch across two reproductions of a
single phrase. In those studies, participants who exhibited
poor-pitch singing according to other measures—such as in-
terval and contour errors—were also deficient with respect to
pitch stability. However, it is not clear from these studies
how well precision �stability� relates to accuracy on an indi-
vidual basis.

Our second goal is theoretically based. An important is-
sue with respect to the origin of poor-pitch singing is
whether poor-pitch singers are deficient in perception, pro-
duction, or the connection between the two �Welch, 1979,
1985�. Recent work suggests that poor-pitch singing is best
conceptualized as a deficit in the perception-production
link—i.e., sensorimotor mapping—in that poor-pitch singers
do not appear to be deficient in either perception or non-
imitative production tasks �Pfordresher and Brown, 2007;
Wise and Sloboda, 2008; Wise, 2009�. In principle, a sen-
sorimotor deficit could result from a difficulty in matching a
perceptual pitch-target to a particular configuration of the
vocal apparatus �cf. Hutchins et al., 2010; Welch, 1985�. In
the current paper, we wanted to test this view by comparing
the production of unfamiliar tone sequences through imita-
tion with the reproduction of familiar melodies from long-
term memory. In theory, imitating an unfamiliar sequence
should impose a greater burden on sensorimotor mapping
than would the reproduction of a melody from long-term
memory using a self-selected key. In the latter situation, one
may be better able to overcome limitations on sensorimotor
mapping through the use of long-term memory.

We report the results of a new study in which musically-
untrained participants imitated unfamiliar tone sequences
and reproduced familiar melodies from memory. Our analy-
ses focus on the relationship between accuracy and precision
in song production, and on the influence of task-type �imita-
tion vs. recall� on these two facets of singing skill.

II. METHOD

A. Participants

Forty-five participants were recruited through the intro-
ductory psychology mass-testing pool in the Department of
Psychology at Simon Fraser University. All participants re-
ported normal hearing and no vocal pathology. The mean age
was 20.5 years old �range=17–31�. Twenty-six participants
�58%� were female and the rest were male. Forty-one partici-
pants reported being right handed and the rest were left
handed. The majority of participants had no musical training,
and no participant would be typically considered as a “mu-
sician,” although some had rudimentary grade-school instru-
mental training.

B. Materials and apparatus

Vocal imitation task. For imitations of unfamiliar tone
sequences, we constructed 5-note target sequences compris-

ing pitches from the A major scale. The lowest pitch had a
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mean fundamental frequency of 110 Hz �A2� for male par-
ticipants and 220 Hz �A3� for female participants, and all test
pitches fell within an octave above this pitch. The other
pitches were tuned relative to this tonic note, as based on the
equal tempered scale �Burns, 1999�. Target sequences were
produced by a synthesized voice �Vocaloid Leon, Zero-G
Limited, Okehampton, U.K.� using a central vowel as the
vocal carrier. Each produced note was 600 ms in duration,
with no pauses in between notes. During experiments,
stimuli were presented as wav files through Windows Media
Player, and vocal responses were recorded into Adobe Audi-
tion using a Sennheiser Evolution e835 microphone.

Thirty-eight target sequences, each 5 notes in length,
were generated to form three levels of sequence complexity.3

“Note” sequences, the simplest level, consisted of a single
repeated pitch. There were 6 note trials �A, C#, D, E, F#,
A��. “Interval” sequences, the next level, contained a single
pitch-change between notes 2 and 3 �e.g., �A A D D D��.
There were 12 interval trials, consisting of ascending or de-
scending major seconds, major thirds, perfect fourths, perfect
fifths, major sixths, or octaves. “Melody” sequences, the
highest level of complexity, comprised sequences of 4 or 5
unique pitches. There were 20 melody trials. These se-
quences contained both ascending and descending melodic
motion. They were designed to contain “principal intervals”
that matched large intervals found in the familiar songs �see
Results section C�. The principal interval was typically em-
bedded in the middle of the sample, although some samples
began with it.

Familiar song task. Subjects were asked to sing 7 famil-
iar songs in a fixed order at a comfortable tempo, with the
lyrics presented to them on a sheet of paper: “Happy Birth-
day,” “Twinkle Twinkle Little Star,” “My Bonnie Lies Over
the Ocean,” “We Wish You a Merry Christmas,” “Yellow
Submarine,” “Jingle Bells,” and “Row, Row, Row Your
Boat.” Participants used the lyrics in order to retrieve songs
from memory during production. No auditory cue was pro-
vided. Some of the non-native subjects were unfamiliar with
particular songs. On average, the subjects performed 6 of the
7 songs.

C. Procedure

Participants filled out questionnaires regarding demo-
graphic information, linguistic background, beliefs about
their own singing and musicality, and information about their
past exposure to music and singing �e.g., from parents�. They
also completed the “5-minute hearing test” �American Acad-
emy of Otolaryngology, 1989�—a questionnaire designed to
screen for possible hearing loss—and a pitch discrimination
task �the results of which will be reported elsewhere�.

Sessions began with a warm-up phase that also allowed
us to assess features of a participant’s vocal range. This in-
cluded the following tasks: simple conversational speech
�e.g., what the participant had for breakfast�; passage reading
�“The Rainbow Passage”�; production of a comfortable
pitch; coughing; throat clearing; vocal sweeps to the lowest
pitch of the vocal range; and vocal sweeps to the highest note

of the vocal range. After this, the 7 familiar songs were sung
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while reading printed lyrics. The vocal imitation task was
performed last, and was preceded by a series of practice
trials. The same random sequence of 38 trials was used for
all participants. During this task, participants were encour-
aged to use the vowel /o/ while imitating pitches. No metro-
nome was used to direct the timing of the produced notes,
but the participants were encouraged during the practice tri-
als to match the tempo of the target stimuli as closely as
possible.

D. Data analysis

The fundamental frequency �F0� of each produced note
was extracted by Praat �Boersma and Weenik, 2008� after
identifying the steady-state phase of each sung note �i.e.,
discarding any tendency to slide toward the pitch at the be-
ginning of a note�. F0 measurements were then transformed
to cents, relative to the lowest F0 in the sequence. All ex-
tracted pitches were checked for possible artifacts, including
octave errors. Using this frequency information, four depen-
dent measures were calculated in this study: note accuracy,
interval accuracy, note precision, and interval precision.

1. Measurement of accuracy in production

Note accuracy refers to the average proximity of each
produced F0 to each target F0. We used the equation below
to generate an accuracy score for each participant

Y =

�
i

N

�Si − Ti�

N
, �1�

where S refers to the F0 for a sung note, T refers to the target
F0, and i indexes serial position out of N notes in a sequence.
Note accuracy scores are positive when a participant sings
“sharp,” on average, negative when a participant is “flat,”
and zero for perfect accuracy. When computing note accu-
racy for an individual, the sign of each difference must be
preserved, otherwise precision and accuracy are confounded
�Schutz and Roy, 1973�. However, after assessing an indi-
vidual’s mean note accuracy, the sign may be removed when
comparing that individual to others without confounding ac-
curacy and precision, which we do for the purpose of com-
puting linear regressions.

Note accuracy scores are only relevant when evaluating
performance on imitation tasks, since stimulus sequences
have specific F0 targets for each note. Such absolute-pitch
targets do not exist when people recall familiar melodies
from memory, since such melodies are commonly heard in
many different keys �cf. Halpern, 1989�. For such stimuli,
the only accuracy measurement that can be applied is “inter-
val accuracy,” since this is a measurement of relative pitch.
Interval accuracy is of course applicable to imitations as
well.

Interval accuracy, like note accuracy, measures the
proximity of produced F0 to target F0. However, interval
accuracy measures pairwise differences between adjacent
produced notes compared to the associated pairwise differ-

ences between target notes:
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Y =

�
i

N−1

��Si+1 − Si� − �Ti+1 − Ti��

N − 1
. �2�

The primary difference between Eq. �2� and Eq. �1� is
that comparisons between sung and target performances are
based on relative-pitch information. Note that Eq. �2� uses
the absolute value of each interval size and thus does not
encode interval direction �for a similar measure, see Dalla
Bella et al., 2009�. Our reasoning for this relates to the in-
terpretation of the sign for different sorts of errors. Accord-
ing to Eq. �2�, positive values of interval accuracy indicate
that a participant sings intervals larger than the target inter-
val, on average, whereas negative values indicate compres-
sion of the sung intervals and zero indicates perfect accuracy.
If we did not take the absolute value of interval size, then
predictions would vary complexly as a function of target-
interval direction and error type.4

2. Measurement of precision in production

Note precision refers to the consistency with which a
singer produces specific pitch classes across repeated occur-
rences, independent of the proximity of each occurrence to
the target pitch. This can be measured using the standard
deviation of produced F0s for a given pitch class �cf. Tern-
ström and Sundberg, 1988, who used this definition for pre-
cision of a single sustained tone�:

YPC =
� �

i

N�PC�

�Si − MPC�2

NPC
, �3�

Where M denotes the average F0 sung by a given participant
for a single pitch class �PC�. Constraining the estimate of
precision to a single pitch class �e.g., C#� is critical because
pooling together pitch classes would cause this measure of
precision to be influenced �perhaps primarily� by overall
pitch range. Once precision is measured within each pitch
class, the mean across all pitch classes is used to generate the
measure of precision for a given participant. Note that Eq.
�3� makes no reference to target pitch �T� and is thus inde-
pendent of accuracy. Higher values indicate imprecise sing-
ing and zero indicates perfect precision.

Interval precision was measured in exactly the same
way as note precision, except that the terms S and M reflect
transitions from one interval to the next. We first computed
standard deviations separately for each interval class �based
on the size and direction of the interval�, and then averaged
across all interval classes for a participant.

III. RESULTS

Individual differences across singers were defined both
categorically and continuously. Categorical distinctions
across singers were used to classify singers as “inaccurate”
and/or “imprecise” based on musically-relevant criteria.
More specifically, singers were categorized as inaccurate if

their accuracy score �for notes or intervals� was greater than
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or equal to +100 cents �i.e., “sharp” by a semitone or
greater, on average� or less than or equal to �100 cents
�“flat,” on average�. Similarly, singers were categorized as
imprecise if their precision score exceeded 100 cents. Since
precision scores are standard deviations, no negative values
can occur. Categorical analyses were used to address the fre-
quency of inaccuracy and imprecision in the subject popula-
tion, whereas continuous analyses �which represent average
scores for each individual� were used for correlations. None
of the groups defined with respect to accuracy or precision
differed with respect to performance on warm-up tasks, nor
did performance on warm-up tasks in general correlate with
measures of accuracy or precision.5 Participants may thus be
considered equivalent with respect to basic vocal motor pro-
duction, including vocal range and comfort pitch.

A. Note accuracy/precision while imitating unfamiliar
tone sequences

We defined poor-pitch singing in our previous studies
based on inaccuracy in note production �Pfordresher and
Brown, 2007, 2009�, and we do the same thing here by ana-
lyzing the accuracy and precision of notes across all pitch
classes. This analysis can only be performed for the imitation
task, as there were no fixed-pitch standards for the notes of
the familiar songs. Table I shows rates of inaccuracy and
imprecision in our sample and Fig. 2 shows specific values
for each participant on each continuum.

A simple but critical finding is that the rate of impreci-
sion greatly exceeds the rate of inaccuracy. Whereas a small
but significant percent of participants was classified as inac-
curate �13%�, a majority of participants �56%� was classified
as imprecise. Thus, imprecise singing is widespread, not only
relative to inaccurate singing but in absolute terms. It is sig-
nificant to point out that we have seen frequencies of inac-
curacy of around 15% in three studies now, performed in
three different geographic locations �Pfordresher and Brown,
2007, 2009�. Hence, this rate has emerged as a robust finding
in research on poor-pitch singing. The difference between
accuracy and precision also holds when one examines mean
accuracy and precision scores �in cents� across participants.
With respect to signed accuracy scores, the mean across par-
ticipants was �47.7 cents �SE=13.8 cents�, and the mean of
the absolute value of these scores �as shown in Fig. 2� is 54.8
cents �SE=13.1�. By contrast, the mean of the precision
scores was 126.1 cents �SE=13.6�.

We now address the relationship between accuracy and
precision, with a focus on whether one parameter serves as a
predictor of the other. Figure 2�A� shows a scatterplot dis-

TABLE I. Categorization of participants according to accuracy and preci-
sion based on the reproduction of notes in unfamiliar tone sequences.

Precise
�%�

Imprecise
�%�

Sum
�%�

Accurate 42 44 87
Inaccurate 2 11 13
Sum 44 56
playing the relationship between these scores for notes. Ac-
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curacy and precision scores for notes were significantly cor-
related, r�43�=0.38, p�0.01, and the correlation was
stronger if two outliers with note accuracy scores greater
than 350 cents were removed, r�41�=0.56, p�0.01. Based
on this relationship, we assessed the conditional probability
associated with inaccuracy and imprecision, which refers
to the probability of the joint occurrence of each deficit

A) Notes: Unfamiliar melodies

B) Intervals: Unfamiliar melodies

C) Intervals: Familiar melodies
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FIG. 2. Scatterplots relating accuracy and precision �in cents� for �A� the
reproduction of notes from unfamiliar tone sequences, �B� the reproduction
of intervals from unfamiliar tone sequences, and �C� the reproduction of
intervals from familiar melodies. Each element of each plot represents mean
performance for a single individual �converted to an absolute value�, and
dashed lines highlight criteria for imprecision and inaccuracy.
�11% in Table I� divided by base rates associated with im-
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precision �56%� or inaccuracy �13%�. The conditional prob-
ability of being categorized as imprecise given that one is
inaccurate, p�imprecise � inaccurate�, was 83%. By contrast,
p�inaccurate � imprecise� was substantially lower, 20%. Inac-
curacy thus predicts imprecision more so than the reverse.
This finding is further supported by examining Fig. 2�A�, in
which crosshairs highlight boundaries for inaccuracy and im-
precision. Inaccurate singers were, with only one exception,
also imprecise, which can be seen by comparing the upper
and lower right-hand sections. By contrast, accurate singers
were similarly likely to precise or imprecise, which can be
seen by comparing the upper and lower left-hand sections.

One question that arises upon inspecting Fig. 2�A�
relates to the validity of our 100-cent cutoff. Although we
consider this cutoff to be justified on musical grounds, and it
has the advantage of consistency with past research �e.g.,
error analyses in Dalla Bella et al., 2007; Pfordresher and
Brown, 2007�, two other cutoffs are justifiable. For instance,
a more liberal cutoff of 250 cents would classify as inaccu-
rate the participants who appear visually as outliers in Fig.
2�A�. A more conservative cutoff at 50 cents would likewise
separate the cluster of participants whose accuracy hovers
around 100 cents from the rest, and would function as a
divider between correct and incorrect pitch classes. Given a
250-cent criterion, base rates of imprecision still exceed in-
accuracy, p�imprecision�=11%, p�inaccuracy�=4%, and
conditional probabilities match the relationship found
for the 100-cent criterion, p�imprecise � inaccurate�=50%,
p�inaccurate � imprecise�=20%. Likewise, results obtained
using a 50-cent criterion were qualitatively identical to those
obtained with the 100-cent criterion: p�imprecision�=
73%, p�inaccuracy�=31%, p�imprecise � inaccurate�=93%,
p�inaccurate � imprecise�=39%.

B. Interval accuracy/precision while imitating
unfamiliar tone sequences

We now address the accuracy and precision with which
singers imitated interval size when reproducing unfamiliar
tone sequences. Table II shows rates of inaccuracy and im-
precision, and Fig. 2�B� shows specific values for each par-
ticipant on each continuum. Rates of both inaccuracy and
imprecision are larger for interval measures than for note
measures according to Table II, and mean accuracy scores
�signed M=−83.14, SE=16.8; absolute value M=90.8, SE
=15.9� were lower than mean precision scores �M=155.66,
SE=16.8�, though the differences were smaller than those

TABLE II. Categorization of participants according to accuracy and preci-
sion based on the reproduction of intervals in unfamiliar tone sequences.

Precise
�%�

Imprecise
�%�

Sum
�%�

Accurate 42 �38� 22 �13� 64 �51�
Inaccurate 0 �2� 36 �47� 36 �49�
Sum 42 �40� 58 �60�

NOTE: Numbers in parentheses show percentages when intervals are limited
to “principal intervals” that also appear in the familiar tunes.
found for note measures. Overall, the accuracy of intervals
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was much poorer than the accuracy of notes, whereas preci-
sion remained more consistent across both measures.6 Nev-
ertheless, rates of imprecision still exceeded rates of inaccu-
racy by a wide margin.

All inaccurate singers were imprecise singers according
to interval measures, leading to p�imprecise � inaccurate�
=100%. By contrast, many imprecise singers were accurate,
leading to a lower conditional probability of inaccuracy
given imprecision, p�inaccurate � imprecise�=62%. As shown
in Fig. 2�B�, inaccuracy and imprecision for intervals were
correlated even more strongly than for note measures,
r�43�=0.77 p�0.01, and this relationship was strengthened
by the removal of one outlier �who was also an outlier ac-
cording to note measures, being inaccurate yet precise�,
r�42�=0.91, p�0.01. Thus, interval measures for unfamiliar
tone sequences replicated what we found for note measures,
despite the higher rates of inaccuracy and imprecision for
intervals. Not surprisingly, correlations between note and in-
terval were high and this pertained to measurements of ac-
curacy, r�43�=0.61, p�0.01, as well as precision r�43�
=0.92, p�0.01.

C. Interval accuracy/precision while singing familiar
melodies

Finally, we analyzed the accuracy and precision of inter-
val size while singing familiar melodies from long-term
memory. Analyses of familiar melodies focused on “principal
intervals,” which were also present in the samples of the
unfamiliar tunes and represent large-sized yet common me-
lodic intervals. These intervals included ascending and de-
scending perfect 5ths, ascending perfect 4ths, and ascending
major 6ths. When comparing performance on familiar melo-
dies with performance on unfamiliar tone sequences, we lim-
ited our analyses to these principal intervals. The frequency
of principal intervals across individuals was slightly higher
in familiar songs �frequency of each interval class M=4.17,
SD=1.66� than in unfamiliar imitations �M=3.24,
SD=0.75�, and due to the large number of observations this
difference was significant, t�351�=3.93, p�0.01. However,
interval frequency was not correlated with interval precision,
and follow-up analyses that statistically removed the effect
of interval frequency from interval precision yielded the
same differences across task as those we report below. It is
also worth noting that the range of mean pitches used to sing
principal intervals in familiar songs �range across both
genders=113 to 295 Hz=1663 cents� was very similar to
the range of mean pitches across imitation trials �range
=113 to 303 Hz=1712 cents�.

TABLE III. Categorization of participants according to accuracy and preci-
sion based on the reproduction of “principal intervals” in familiar melodies.

Precise
�%�

Imprecise
�%�

Sum
�%�

Accurate 44 20 64
Inaccurate 4 31 36
Sum 49 51
Table III shows rates of inaccuracy and imprecision, and
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Fig. 2�C� shows specific values for each participant on each
continuum. Rates of interval inaccuracy and imprecision
were somewhat lower than were found when analyzing the
same “principal intervals” during the imitation of unfamiliar
tone sequences �see percentages in parentheses in Table II�.
This was also true for mean accuracy and precision scores
for principal intervals �signed accuracy scores for familiar
melodies M=−73.0, SE=20.2, for imitations M=−119.3,
SE=22.9; absolute value of signed accuracy scores for famil-
iar melodies M=106.93, SE=16.5, for imitations M
=130.39, SE=21.5; precision scores for familiar melodies
M=119.56, SE=10.9, for imitations M=178.6, SE=22.5�.

As in our other analyses, accuracy and precision mea-
sures were significantly correlated, r�43�=0.45, p�0.01, and
the conditional probability of imprecision given inaccuracy
exceeded the converse, p�imprecise � inaccurate�=88%,
p�inaccurate � imprecise�=61%. Furthermore, performance on
principal intervals was significantly correlated across famil-
iar melodies and unfamiliar tone sequences both for accu-
racy, r�43�=0.49, p�0.05, and precision, r�43�=0.47, p
�0.05. In categorical terms, 73% of participants were cat-
egorized the same with respect to accuracy �accurate or in-
accurate� for both familiar melodies and unfamiliar tone se-
quences, and 60% were categorized the same with respect to
precision.

D. Analyses of group performance

As stated in the introduction, one of our goals was to
determine whether inaccurate and/or imprecise singers are
selectively deficient on imitation tasks versus the reproduc-
tion of familiar melodies from memory. We defined groups
of singers �“accurate,” “imprecise,” or “inaccurate and im-
precise”� based on note measures �not interval measures� in
order to maintain continuity with the standards introduced in
our previous work �Pfordresher and Brown, 2007�. We re-
moved from consideration the single outlier who was catego-
rized as inaccurate yet precise for notes.

We first assessed interval accuracy as a function of
singer group and task, shown in Fig. 3�A�. A 2-way analysis
of variance �ANOVA� with the between-participants factor
group �accurate, imprecise, or inaccurate and imprecise�
yielded a main effect of group, F�2,42�=8.80, p�0.01, but
no main effect of task, and no group� task interaction. A
Tukey’s post-hoc test on the main effect of group �with � set
to 0.05� suggested that accurate singers’ performance ex-
ceeded that of both other groups, who did not differ from
each other. It is worth noting that interval accuracy scores are
overwhelmingly negative, reflecting the overarching ten-
dency for compression in the production of intervals, a ten-
dency in poor-pitch singing that has been noted elsewhere
�Dalla Bella et al., 2009; Pfordresher and Brown, 2007�.

We next assessed interval precision as a function of
group and task, as shown in Fig. 3�B�. The ANOVA �which
used the same design as for interval accuracy� revealed a
main effect of group, F�2,42�=11.35, p�0.01, a main effect
of task, F�1,42�=12.11, p�0.01, and a significant group x
task interaction, F�2,42�=9.35, p�0.01. The main effect of

task relates to the fact that intervals were sung more pre-
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cisely during the production of familiar songs �M
=120 cents� than the imitation of unfamiliar tone sequences
�M=179 cents�. A Tukey’s post-hoc test ��=0.05� was used
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FIG. 3. Reproduction of intervals as a function of group �defined by note
accuracy/precision� and task �imitation of unfamiliar tone sequences versus
recall of familiar melodies�. Error bars represent 1 between-participant stan-
dard error of the mean. Individual panels display means for �A� interval
accuracy �in cents�, �B� interval precision �in cents�, and �C� proportion of
errors in interval direction. In each plot, larger absolute values indicate
poorer performance.
to analyze the main effect of group, which was similar to
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what we found for accuracy. We analyzed the interaction
through 3 orthogonal contrasts that assessed the effect of task
within each group. The only contrast that was significant was
for the imprecise group, who were more imprecise when
imitating unfamiliar sequences than when singing familiar
melodies from memory �p�0.01�.

The fact that our interval metrics disregard interval di-
rection leaves open the question as to how accurately interval
directions were reproduced. We thus analyzed the proportion
of intervals on which participants produced an interval in the
wrong direction, shown in Fig. 3�C�. The results were quite
similar to those found for interval precision, even though
these metrics are in principle independent. There was a main
effect of group, F�2,42�=8.76, p�0.01, a main effect of
task, F�1,42�=9.96, p�0.01 and a group� task interaction,
F�2,42�=4.73, p�0.05. Familiar songs were again pro-
duced more accurately than unfamiliar tone sequences, and
accurate singers outperformed both other groups combined.
Similar to interval precision, orthogonal contrasts used to
analyze the interaction revealed that task only influenced per-
formance of imprecise singers �p�0.01�, who produced
more errors when imitating unfamiliar tone sequences than
when singing familiar melodies from memory.

E. Relating objective measures to subjective
evaluations

In the introduction, we mentioned the asymmetry be-
tween individuals’ self-evaluations of singing skill and the
rate at which inaccurate singing is found. By contrast, rates
of imprecise singing are closer to rates of self-evaluated
“poor pitch” singing. Similarity in rates of “poor” evalua-
tions across objective and subjective measures, however, do
not address whether measures of accuracy and/or precision
can predict subjective evaluations of singing quality for in-
dividual singers, an issue we turn to here.

To address this issue, we applied accuracy and precision
to a previous data set �Pfordresher and Brown, 2007�. Self-
report data, which were not accessible for the current data
set, were available for this sample. We focus on one item
within the “musical self-perception” battery that was com-
pleted by these participants, on which participants made rat-
ings, on a scale from 1 to 7, of their agreement with the
statement “I am a good singer.” The median rating across
participants was 2, indicating overall low self-evaluations of
singing ability.

We analyzed accuracy and precision of notes for these
40 singers �the analyses reported by Pfordresher and Brown
�2007� did not adopt this distinction�, who sang stimuli simi-
lar to those used in the unfamiliar imitation trials here. As in
the current data, rates of imprecision were higher than inac-
curacy �54% imprecise, 15% inaccurate�, and the conditional
probability of imprecision given inaccuracy �100% for this
data set� was higher than the conditional probability of inac-
curacy given imprecision �33%�.

Agreement between these objective measures and the
subjective self-evaluations was established via multiple re-
gression, using objective measures of accuracy and precision

to predict self-evaluations. One outlier was removed from
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this analysis whose data fit the opposite trend to the rest of
the participants �suggesting confusion about the rating scale�.
After removing this participant, the multiple regression pre-
dicted a modest but significant proportion of the variance,
R2=0.20, p�0.05. Most important, analyses of semi-partial
correlation coefficients revealed that precision, but not accu-
racy, independently predicted self-reports, �=−0.40, p
�0.05. Thus, as suggested in the introduction, perception of
one’s own singing ability may be more closely related to
precision than to accuracy in production.

IV. DISCUSSION

The present results have several important implications
for research on poor-pitch singing. First is the fact that rates
of inaccuracy and imprecision—two metrics of poor-pitch
singing—differ. Imprecision appears to be widespread, char-
acterizing the majority of participants according to every
analysis reported here �54%–56% for notes, and 58%–60%
for intervals�, whereas inaccuracy appears at substantially
lower rates �mean difference between rates of inaccuracy and
imprecision=23% across all analyses�. The present data thus
argue for the utility of distinguishing accuracy and precision
in the analysis of singing. A single measure may not appro-
priately summarize base rates of musical deficits in the popu-
lation.

Second, the current results build on recent efforts to gen-
erate a taxonomy of poor-pitch singing. Previous work has
focused on the extent to which deficits in production and
perception are correlated, the suggestion being that such as-
sociations are present in some but not all poor-pitch singers
�e.g., Dalla Bella et al., 2007; Pfordresher and Brown, 2007�.
Along these lines, the current data highlight the fact that
production deficits may differ in kind. In addition, they show
that, while accuracy and precision are independent measures
of performance, they do not reflect independent deficits of
singing. Moreover, the overlap between these measures was
asymmetric: whereas an imprecise singer may or may not be
inaccurate, an inaccurate singer is virtually always imprecise.
Inaccuracy thus seems to be a deeper deficit than impreci-
sion. In practical terms, it should be very uncommon to find
an inaccurate singer who simply transposes melodies while
still maintaining correct relative-pitch relations.

Third, the current research addresses the degree to which
deficits in singing are influenced by singing task, by having
participants either imitate unfamiliar tone sequences or
recall familiar melodies from long-term memory. In general,
performance across these tasks was highly correlated: an
imprecise imitator tended to be an imprecise singer of famil-
iar songs. However, performers who were classified as
imprecise—regardless of their accuracy—showed relatively
greater imprecision when imitating novel melodies than
when reproducing familiar melodies based on long-term
memory. By contrast, accurate and precise singers yielded
results that were nominally �though non-significantly� in the
opposite direction. Finally, singers categorized as inaccurate
and imprecise were deficient in both tasks. This result is
striking given that our imitation task might appear to be an

easier task than singing songs from memory because partici-
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pants are able to hear the stimuli they are going to produce
immediately prior to reproduction. Moreover, this result sug-
gests that imprecision cannot be attributed solely to motor-
control problems, which presumably would lead to similar
results for a given melodic interval regardless of the task.
Instead, it seems that accuracy and precision may be two
features of sensorimotor translation. Inaccuracy may stem
from a systematic distortion in the link between perception
and action, whereas precision may relate to noise in the link.
Furthermore, those who are both inaccurate and imprecise
may have additional deficits, possibly involving representa-
tions of musical structure in memory, that influence long
term recall.

In conclusion, we have shown that poor-pitch singing is
associated with a tendency to sing both inaccurately and im-
precisely. For those singers who are inaccurate, the over-
whelming tendency is for production to be imprecise as well.
By contrast, many singers show imprecision alone in the
absence of inaccuracy. It is interesting to note the similarity
between the rates of imprecision seen across this study
�51%–60%, depending on task� and self-reports of poor sing-
ing �59%, Pfordresher and Brown, 2007�. Further analyses of
self-evaluation data suggest that common beliefs about one’s
inability to sing relate to precision. The current study opens
the door to examining precision as a central factor in the
assessment of singing.
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